
Everything changed! 
   a first-time dad talks  
about life with his new baby
On my desk at work, just to the left of my computer monitor, 
stands my new favourite photograph. It’s in black and white and 
features my baby boy being cuddled by my wife as she kisses his cheek. He 
is half yawning and half smiling, with one eye closed and the other peeking 
straight at the camera lens. Every time I look at the photo I can’t help but 
smile. How is it that he’s yawning? I’m the one who’s been losing sleep!
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Take just one hour to  
find out how to be a 
better dad
In The Sixty 
Minute Father 
Rob Parsons 
helps fathers to 
ensure that they 
don’t miss out 
on the greatest 
opportunity of 
their lives. 

Order your copy online from  
www.careforthefamily.org.uk/ 
sixty-minute-father or call  
(029) 2081 0800

Our baby turns six months soon and what 
a challenging, yet joyous, rollercoaster 
ride we’ve had with him so far. There’s 
been so much to learn and I cannot even 
begin to cover all the mistakes I have 
made. The first six weeks were like no 
other I have ever experienced: a perfect 
storm of sleep deprivation, rarely seeing 
my wife, and never-attempted-before 
exercises such as nappy-changing, 
baby-bathing and bottle-sterilising. 
It was exhausting, frazzling and even 
bewildering at times.

We lost count of how often things went 
awry: forgetting to pack nappies or spare 
clothes, huge, ear-piercing meltdowns 
– it has gone wrong many times. And, 
alas, sometimes we have blamed each 
other when it would have been more 
constructive to concentrate on finding 
solutions. Never has more patience and 
forgiveness been needed in our marriage! 

Little choices – positive choices, that 
is – have made a huge difference. In the 
midst of all the failures and mishaps, we 
have deliberately chosen to celebrate 
the successes. At the end of each day, 
as much as is possible, we sit down 
together and chat through what has gone 
well. Each time we focus on a success it 
gives us a little boost; the fillip we need 
to keep energised and optimistic about 
tomorrow. It has been a vital part of our 
day, particularly in those first few weeks.

Fast-forward six months and what’s 
strange is how normal parenthood now 
seems. The photo on my desk reminds 
me how far we have come. It speaks of 

calmness, closeness and contentment; 
the wonderful bond of love I feel between 
us as a family is there for me to see. The 
joy and jitters of those first few weeks of 
parenthood has been replaced by a new 
normality. The jubilation remains, but the 
feelings of trepidation and uncertainty 
surface far less often these days. I think 
we have come to recognise how much our 
life has changed and, crucially, not only 
accepted the change, but embraced it.

There’s another recently-taken photo that 
I like to look at. It’s not a classic family 
portrait; it’s of our washing line, adorned 
with muslins and baby clothes hanging 
out to dry. I took the photo because 
something struck me as I pegged out our 
things one day: the washing on our line 
has changed massively (we now launder 
dungarees for starters) – and so have 
our lives. It’s all very different now and I 
wouldn’t want it any other way.

The challenge now is how to build a 
fantastic family life. I’ve heard it said that 
sometimes families thrive, other times 
they simply have to survive. It feels like a 
time for us to thrive, but we’re aware that 
this won’t happen by chance. The starting 
point is our relationship. I can love my 
baby boy best by loving his mother more 
and more everyday; and I know that small 
choices can make a big difference to our 
relationship as a couple.

Here are a few things we have learned 
since becoming parents:

1. Survive the first few weeks – and take 
it from there!

2. Be patient and cut each other plenty 
of slack – you’re both novices and 
it’s a rather steep learning curve.

3. Celebrate the positives. There will 
be lots of failures, but don’t dwell on 
them too much.

4. Accept that life has altered 
irrevocably – and embrace the 
change.

5. Work together as parents to make 
choices, no matter how small, to 
strengthen your relationship. 


